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A B S T R A C T

Eye-tracking technology can reflect readers’ sophisticated cognitive processes and explain the psychological meanings of reading to some extent. This study investigated the function of diagrams with numbered arrows and illustrated text in conveying the kinematic information of machine operation by recording readers’ eye movements and reading tests. Participants read two diagrams depicting how a flushing system works with or without numbered arrows. Then, they read an illustrated text describing the system. The results showed the arrow group significantly outperformed the non-arrow group on the step-by-step test after reading the diagrams, but this discrepancy was reduced after reading the illustrated text. Also, the arrow group outperformed the non-arrow group on the troubleshooting test measuring problem solving. Eye movement data showed the arrow group spent less time reading the diagram and text which conveyed less complicated concept than the non-arrow group, but both groups allocated considerable cognitive resources on complicated diagram and sentences. Overall, this study found learners were able to construct less complex kinematic representation after reading static diagrams with numbered arrows, whereas constructing a more complex kinematic representation needed text information. Another interesting finding was kinematic information conveyed via diagrams is independent of that via text on some areas.
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1. Introduction

Words and diagrams are the two major media often used to communicate scientific knowledge or know-how. Both are typically used in illustrating mechanical kinematics, which are fundamental to comprehending how a machine works. (Hegarty, Kriz, & Cate, 2003; Heiser & Tversky, 2006; Mayer & Gallini, 1990). In general, the diagram has the advantage of depicting the configuration of components of a mechanical system; text has the advantage of describing its kinematics, such as how the components affect each other’s movements and what principle caused these movements (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Mayer, 1989). However, within many science textbooks and other scientific publications, such as manuals and popular science essays, diagrams with arrows are frequently relied on by designers of teaching materials to depict mechanical kinematics to some degree.

Although there have been some pioneering research studies that thoroughly examined the process of integrating text and diagrammatic information while reading a mechanical illustrated text (Hegarty, 1992; Hegarty & Just, 1993; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013), or that have investigated which form of media (e.g., text, diagram, animation) most effectively conveyed mechanical kinematic representation (Boucheix & Lowe, 2010; Hegarty et al., 2003; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007), no research has yet investigated the specific functions of diagrams with numbered arrows versus text in conveying mechanical kinematics.

The process approach offered by combining eye-tracking methodology with computer recording is a methodological breakthrough in psychological research. It allows psychologists to investigate the cognitive processes of reading and, thus, tackle research questions that traditional methods (e.g., reading tests, thinking-aloud protocol) could not. The eye-mind assumption (Just & Carpenter, 1980) proposes that, when visual information is read or viewed, the relevant information is processed in the readers’
mind. Accordingly, eye-tracking technology objectively and instantaneously measures the reading process (Rayner, 1998). An advantage of eye-tracking methodology is that participant eye movement can be simultaneously tracked and transferred to the experimenter’s computer. This lets the experimenter know if the participant is reading the text seriously. Eye-tracking methodology is receiving increased attention in educational research about multimedia learning (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Jian, 2016; Jian & Wu, 2015; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007). Therefore, this study investigated the function of diagrams with numbered arrows and illustrated text individually in conveying kinematic information of how a machine works by recording learners’ eye movements and conducting comprehension tests, and argued whether numbered diagrams can support comprehension of simple processes, but descriptive text is necessary to adequately convey information for more complex processes.

1.1. Reading research of mechanical kinematic representation

1.1.1. The research used comprehension tests

In early research on this topic, investigators used comprehension tests (e.g., retention tests and transfer tests) that measured learning outcomes to investigate which diagram design information was helpful for learners to construct a good mechanical kinematic representation. For example, Mayer and Gallini (1990) investigated the effects of prior knowledge and diagram design on the comprehension of how a mechanical system works. Undergraduate participants with different degrees of mechanical knowledge were asked to read an illustrated text that described how car brakes work. This illustrated text was manipulated with regard to the parts and steps of the car brake on the diagram: a diagram with only labels that indicated the parts, a diagram with arrows and sentences description that indicated the steps, or a diagram with both parts and steps. The participants with low mechanical knowledge who read the parts-and-steps diagrams outperformed the participants of other two groups on a retention test and a transfer test. However, this discrepancy was not observed for the participants with high mechanical knowledge. Although, at that time, the researchers did not directly propose the term kinematic representation to indicate the concept of dynamic information (Mayer & Gallini, 1990), the use of the term steps implied this concept.

In recent years, Hegarty et al. (2003) investigated the role of mental animation and external representation in understanding a mechanical system. Undergraduate participants were asked to learn how a flushing cistern works. The flushing cistern described the “outlet process” and “inlet process” of the flushing cistern. The outlet process flushes water out of the tank and into the bowl of the flushing cistern. The inlet process pumps fresh water into the flushing cistern tank from the water inlet pipe. Students learned how a mechanical system works from various instructional treatments including a diagram of the system, three different status diagrams of the system, a computer animation simulating how the system works, and an animation accompanied by verbal commentaries. The result of their study showed learners were able to construct a configure representation but were unable to construct a kinematic representation by reading a single diagram. However, when reading the three diagrams, participants were able to actively infer the movements of the system components one-by-one and comprehended the casual relations of events, as well as understand the configuration and predict how the system worked. Besides, they found there was no evidence that animated diagrams led to superior understanding of dynamic processes compared to static diagrams.

1.1.2. The research used comprehension tests and eye-tracking technology

At approximately the same time with Mayer and Gallini (1990) only used comprehension tests to executing kinematic reading research, Hegarty and colleagues (Hegarty & Just, 1993) started to utilize comprehension tests and eye-tracking technology jointly to investigate the cognitive processes of constructing kinematic representations of a mechanical system while reading an illustrated text, as well as what factors influenced learning outcomes.

For example, Hegarty and Just (1993) carefully examined the process by which learners with different prior knowledge coordinated diagrammatic and text information to incrementally construct a kinematic representation of a pulley system. Undergraduate participants with a high or low level of mechanical knowledge were randomly assigned into one of the three groups: diagram alone, text alone, or both diagram and text. The low-knowledge readers found the construction of a mental model to be more difficult than the high-knowledge readers did. Furthermore, low-knowledge readers had lower scores on the comprehension tests, made significantly more saccades between the diagram and the text, and spent more reading time dealing with the local information in the diagram.

Kriz and Hegarty (2007) used reading comprehension tests and eye-movement technology to examine the effects of arrows showed an animation introducing how a flushing system works. The reading material this research used was similar to that of Hegarty et al. (2003) which we mentioned previously. University participants viewed either the interactive animation with arrows or the interactive animation without arrows. The scoring criterion was also the same as Hegarty et al.’s (2003) including each step of the flushing system works, and could be categorized into the inlet-processing and outlet-processing system. The results of eye movement data revealed that participants receiving the animation with arrows spent a significantly greater proportion of time in the arrow regions and the space that incorporated both the parts and arrows than the participants who saw the animation without arrows. However, both groups had similar comprehension test scores. Besides, the results also revealed that comprehension of some steps was considerably less accurate (for those steps describing difficult kinematic relations like outlet processes) than that of other steps (for those steps describing simple kinematic relations like inlet processes).

Together, previous studies have provided a preliminary understanding of the effect of multiple representations of learning kinematics concept (Hegarty et al., 2003; Mayer & Anderson, 1992), and of the cognitive process of constructing kinematic representations of a mechanical system while reading an illustrated text (Hegarty & Just, 1993) or reading an animation (Kriz & Hegarty, 2007). However, there were some research limitations and controversial issue as yet unsolved.

1.2. Limitations of previous research

First, the facilitation effect of arrows on learning kinematic concepts was not clear. Kriz and Hegarty (2007) revealed that arrows presented on an animation conveying how a flushing system works only had a visual attention attraction effect (evidenced from the fact that readers who viewed arrows on the animation spent more reading time on the arrows and its near areas, as measured by eye fixations, than did the readers who viewed the same animation without arrows), but had no cognitive comprehension effect (evident from the lack of difference in the comprehension test performances of the arrow and non-arrow groups). However, some studies showed that arrows had a facilitation effect on kinematics reading comprehension (Jian, Wu, & Su, 2014; Hegarty et al., 2003;
The process of integrating text and diagrammatic information while reading illustrated text (Hegarty, 1992; Hegarty & Just, 1993; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Kühl, Scheiter, Gerjets, & Edelmann, 2011; Mason et al., 2013), no study has investigated the specific functions of diagrams in conveying mechanical kinematics, using numbered arrows versus text.

Third, the present study used the same learning topic as the one used by Kriz and Hegarty (2007), utilizing flushing system as reading material. However, their research only analyzed one eye movement as an indicator of the percentage of eye fixations on interest areas. The present study, on the other hand, examined many detailed eye-movement indicators to examine the reading processes in learning kinematic knowledge.

1.3. The present study and hypotheses

This study is one part of a larger research project designed to investigate the function of diagrams with numbered arrows and illustrated text in conveying the kinematic information of how a mechanical system works by using eye-tracking and reading comprehension tests. In doing so, online cognitive processing and offline learning outcomes were measured. This study aimed to answer three research questions:

(1) Will learners be able to construct a kinematic representation after reading static diagrams with or without numbered arrows, and what evidence does eye-movement data and reading tests provide?
(2) What kinematic representations will readers construct if text descriptions are added to these diagrams, and what evidence does eye-movement data and reading tests provide?
(3) Is kinematic information conveyed via numbered arrows independent of that communicated by text?

A two-stage experimental procedure was used to address the research questions. At the first stage, the readers read diagrams with or without numbered arrows, and then completed a step-by-step test about how the machine works. At the second stage, the readers read an illustrated text (adding text to the original diagrams), then modified their answer of the step-by-step test, completed a troubleshooting test and an important component test. This procedure allowed us to determine the function of the diagram with numbered arrows and text individually conveyed mechanical kinematics. In this experiment, the between-group variable was comprised of two conditions: one with numbered arrows and one without number arrows, and the within-group variable (reading material) also had two levels: diagrams and illustrated text.

We chose to display the diagram first because a diagram has an advantage over text in conveying configure information, which is the basics of a mechanical system. Indeed, kinematics is operated based on the configuration of a system (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Heiser & Tversky, 2006; Larkin & Simon, 1987). Therefore, the function of a diagram is needed to give an overall view of the system for a start.

Regarding reading illustrated text instead of pure text, two pieces of information were taken into consideration. First, the conjunction of diagram and text is a common style used in scientific publications (Hinnus & Hyöna, 1999; Mayer & Gallini, 1990). Second, if diagrams were not provided at the second reading stage, learners would need to keep the pictorial representation and the propositions constructed and derived from the first reading stage in their working memory; furthermore, they would need to read the text to integrate the new information into the diagram at the same time. The cognitive demand required to do this is quite large and may overwhelm the working memory capacity. Therefore, if learners made no progress on the second reading test, it would not necessarily indicate that they had not learned anything new from the text reading. Instead, it could indicate a working memory limitation, since the learners could not maintain the previous image in working memory. Thus, the decayed image would provide no clear information that could be used to integrate the information obtained from reading text, meaning that a bad score on the second reading comprehension test might not reflect the amount of information provided by the text. We made several predictions regarding each question below.

Regarding the first research question, we concerned whether learners were capable of constructing a kinematic representation after having read static diagrams with or without numbered arrows. Theoretically, a mature and methodical reader would try to construct a coherent and meaningful representation for him- or herself while reading the diagram of a flushing cistern, regardless of whether the final mental representation that he or she constructed is correct or not. In other words, people may be willing and able to construct mental representations, but not necessarily well. The accuracy of this process depends on what evidence or information is given in the diagram. Therefore, we predicted that if diagrams with numbered arrows conveyed kinematic information about how a mechanical system works, the arrow group would construct a better kinematic representation and, therefore, have higher accuracy on the step-by-step test after reading the diagrams than those in the non-arrow group. Conversely, we predicted that the non-arrow group members would make more errors in their mental representation construction and, thus, demonstrate more errors on the step-by-step test in comparison to the arrow group. Because of the limited information provided in the diagrams with no numbered arrows, participants may construct a wrong mental representation, but one that is still coherent and meaningful to themselves (Hypothesis 1a). In addition, we expected that the arrow group performed eye-movement patterns followed the steps and directions indicated by the numbered arrows on the diagrams, tried to construct a kinematic representation. As for non-arrow group participants, we predicted that they would compare the two diagrams’ contents depicting discrepant status of the flushing cistern operation (Hypothesis 1b).

Our second research question concerned the kinematic representation readers would construct if text descriptions were added to these diagrams. We predicted that if there were discrepancies in comprehension of kinematic information conveyed via the diagram and text, participants would revise some of their earlier answers on the step-by-step test (Hypothesis 2a). Further, we predicted that the arrow group would outperform the non-arrow group on the troubleshooting test (Hypothesis 2b). Although the added text describing how the flushing cistern works is given to both groups at the second reading stage, the information should complement the mental representation the arrow group constructed by filling in some details. Alternatively, the non-arrow group would need to revise some steps in the mental representation, after comparing the information read previously to the illustrated text, and may remain unsure if the revisions were correct. As for the important components test, we predicted both groups would perform similarly (Hypothesis 2c). Because of the added information at the second reading stage, the functions and operations of the important components were described very clearly, so grasping and recalling the information should have been equally easy for both groups. Additionally, we expected participants to spend more time reading than on sentences describing more difficult operations (Hypothesis 2d); the fact that they spent more time reading these sentences might indicate that they did not achieve adequate comprehension in the
previous stage through reading the diagram. However, we had no specific presumptions going into our investigation of our third research question on whether the kinematic information conveyed through the use of numbered arrows was independent of that communicated by the text, as the research literature on this was sparse. We assumed that the absence of significant differences in reading test results and/or eye movements between the two groups while reading the materials (illustrated text) in the second stage would indicate that the text description was capable of resolving discrepancies in kinematic comprehension between both stages. Conversely, significant differences between the two groups would suggest that comprehension of some kinematic information conveyed by the diagram with numbered arrows in Stage 1 could not be completed with the addition of the text description in Stage 2.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Forty-six undergraduate students with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were selected from the National Taiwan Normal University in Taiwan and paid to participate in the experiment. All participants majored in education, management, arts, or social science, and reported having no regular habit of reading scientific material. We excluded students who majored in science or engineering; therefore, the participants were expected to have a weaker background knowledge of physics or mechanics.

2.2. Materials

There were two experimental materials to be learned: the flushing cistern diagram and an illustrated text. They were individually displayed on a screen; there was no rolling bar to pull down. Both reading materials had two versions: with or without numbered arrows on the diagrams. Except the numbered arrows, the content and arrangement were the same in the arrow and the non-arrow versions.

The flushing cistern diagram, shown in Fig. 1, depicts how a flushing cistern works. This diagram was modified from Hegarty et al. (2003), and is identical to that used by our previous research (Jian et al., 2014). The outlet process flushes water out of the tank and into the bowl of a flushing cistern (shown in the upper left part of the diagram), and the inlet process provides fresh water flow into the tank of the flushing cistern through a water inlet pipe (shown in the upper right part of the diagram). The diagram’s arrangement provided the largest possible areas for the following eye-movement analysis. The arrow version of the diagram included arrows that indicated each of the sequential steps involved in operating the flushing cistern; the outlet process diagram was labeled 1 to 4 and the inlet process was labeled 5 to 8. The non-arrow version did not have numbered arrows. This mechanical system is often used to flush a toilet, but the working principle of the siphon effect was different from that commonly used in toilets in Taiwan. Consequently, the participants were assumed to be unfamiliar with this mechanical system.

The illustrated text consisted of the same flushing cistern diagram with the addition of a body of text; the text consisted of 341 words that described the steps in the workings of the flushing system. The text was displayed on the left part of a screen and the diagram was displayed on the right part (see Fig. 2). The text was modified from the narration used in Kriz and Hegarty (2007), and it consisted of seven sentences. Sentence 1 briefly introduced the function of the inlet and outlet processes, sentences 2 to 4 described the principles of the outlet process and the steps involved, and sentences 5 to 7 described the principles of inlet process and the steps involved. Twenty undergraduate students participated in a pilot study, the aim of which was to make sure the modified text was fluent and readable. These students did not take part in the eye tracking experiment.

The paper-based materials included three comprehension tests that measured different levels of concepts about the flushing system. Of them, the step-by-step question and the troubleshooting test were modified from Hegarty and her colleagues (Hegarty et al., 2003; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007) and translated into Chinese. The step-by-step question measured the accuracy of a reader’s mental model of each step, which asked participants to, “Please imagine how the flushing cistern works when the handle is pushed, and write down each step and principle as clearly as possible”; it measured how well participants had learned the movement steps of operating the system.

The troubleshooting test measured the transfer ability of problem solving, which consisted of four questions: (1) “Suppose you push down the handle of the flushing system but water does not flush into the toilet bowl; explain all the possible questions that could be wrong”; (2) “Suppose that after you flush the toilet but notice that water is not running into the tank; explain all the possible questions that could be wrong”; (3) “Suppose that after you flush the toilet but notice that water continues running into the toilet bowl without stopping; explain all the possible questions that could be wrong”; and (4) “Suppose that a little while after the toilet has been flushed, water overflows from the top of the toilet tank; explain all the possible questions that could be wrong”. These four questions measured participants’ deeper comprehension and how they might apply their learning, similar to a transfer test.

Finally, the important component test measured readers’ factual

Fig. 1. The diagram with or without numbered arrows in the first reading stage.
memory, which consisted of two questions: (1) “Please write down the three most important components involved in the outlet process”; and (2) “Please write down the three most important components involved in the inlet process”. These two questions measured participants’ learning of the basic text-based concepts. The participants were not provided with the original text or diagram while responding to all tests.

2.3. Apparatus

Participants’ eye movements were recorded by an Eyelink 1000, which sampled movements at 1000 Hz. This system is accurate to 0.5° of visual angle. A chin bar was used to minimize head movement. Viewing was binocular, and eye movements were recorded from the right eye only. The stimuli were presented on a 24-inch liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor with a resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels. The outlet- and inlet system depicted on the diagram had the same size on the unique screen, approximately 26 cm × 17 cm (962 × 629 pixels). The text part of the article was approximately 22 cm × 30 cm (814 × 1110 pixels), and the diagram part of the article was approximately 23 cm × 30 cm (851 × 1110 pixels). The distance between the monitor and the participant was 60 cm. The stimuli on the screen covered 46° of horizontal visual angle and 30° of vertical visual angle.

2.4. Procedure

Participants were tested individually and randomly assigned to one of two between-subjects conditions: the arrow group, who viewed the diagram labeled with consecutively numbered arrows and the article that contained the same arrows in the accompanying diagram; or the non-arrow group, who viewed the diagrams labeled without arrows and the article without arrows in the diagram. Participants were instructed to read the learning materials for comprehension, and there were reading comprehension tests to be completed. Before the start of the experiment, a 12-point calibration and validation procedure was completed. Then, participants were instructed to keep their head still throughout the reading procedure.

First, participants were instructed to remember the labels and shapes of 10 components of the flushing cistern displayed on the screen for 2 min (because the participants need to use these component labels to write down their answers after completing the reading task). Then, when the screen showed the diagram of the flushing cistern without labels, the participants were instructed to read the diagram to comprehend how the flushing cistern works in 5 min; they had been told the left diagram was the first stage of flushing, and the right diagram was the second stage. After the participants finished reading, they pressed a keyboard to terminate the display, and completed a step-by-step question with a blue pen in 9 min.

Next, the eye fixation calibration and validation procedure was executed again, and participants were instructed to read an article that described the diagram of how the flushing cistern worked; they were not given a time limit. They were instructed to press a keyboard to terminate the display when they finished reading, and then revised their responses to the step-by-step question that they had completed while reading the diagrams, this time with a black pen and no time limit. Finally, participants were given 12 min to complete the troubleshooting test and the important component test. In total, the experiment took approximately 40–50 min.

The time limits of responding the questions were taken from Hegarty and colleagues (Hegarty et al., 2003; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007), and then modified slightly, because our task content differed from theirs. Before conducting the experiments, we conducted a pilot study to confirm that the time limit was sufficient for readers to complete each procedure.

2.5. Data selection and scoring criteria

Six participants’ eye movement data were excluded due to apparent drift. Forty participants provided data that were sufficient to include in the data analysis; 20 of the data sets were provided by individuals in the arrow group and 20 by individuals in the non-arrow group. In addition, by applying exclusion criteria common to eye movement researchers—namely, fixations of less than 100 ms (Andrews, Miller & Rayner, 2004; Jian & Ko, 2014; Jian, Chen, & Ko, 2013), approximately 3% of data were excluded.

Several eye movement indicators reflect different cognitive processes used in this study were selected according to previously published studies on reading illustrated texts (Hannus & Hyönä, 1999; Jian, 2016; Jian & Wu, 2015; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason
including: (1) the total reading time (i.e., the sum of all fixations on an interest area), a measure that provides an indication of the overall difficulty and the cognitive demand of a given reading material; (2) the proportion of fixation durations on a text or diagram (i.e., the fixation durations on text or a diagram divided by the total fixation durations during the learning episode), which measures the process of selecting information during learning; (3) the number of saccades between interest areas (e.g., text to diagram, diagram to text, or diagram to another diagram), which reflects the process of integrating word and picture, or within diagrams.

We invited a mechanics professor to write the correct answers of the comprehension tests. The scoring criteria for the three comprehension tests are as follows. For the step-by-step question, participants were awarded one point for every idea unit mentioned in their answer. There were twenty steps in the process of working the flushing cistern. Of them, ten steps were about the outlet system and ten steps were about the inlet system. Participants did not receive credit for vague or partial answers. For the troubleshooting test, one correct answer was awarded one point. For the important component test, the total score of the outlet system and inlet system questions was 3 points. Both correct and incorrect answers were recorded for the three comprehension tests.

Inter-rater reliability was established beforehand through discussions between one of the researchers and the raters, who rated the three tests individually and then discussed and resolved any inconsistencies that arose.

3. Results

3.1. Learning outcomes

The three dependent measures of learning outcomes were the accuracy and number of errors on the step-by-step question, the troubleshooting test, and the important components test. Of them, the step-by-step question was carried out twice after reading the diagrams and the illustrated text; the other two tests were carried out only once, after reading the illustrated text. Accuracy and number of errors are two independent measures that reflect differential psychological meanings of learning. Take the step-by-step test for example: we found some participants wrote fewer steps to describe how the flushing cistern works (the reading material content), but their answers were all correct; alternatively, some participants wrote many steps, but several of them were wrong. Although they may have the same accuracy score on the test (for example, one wrote 10 correct steps, and one wrote 20 steps but half of them were wrong, meaning both of them have 50% accuracy), the mental representations they constructed after reading the diagrams might be different. The former participant seemed to construct a correct, yet rough, mental representation of the machine works, while the latter participant’s representation was an incorrect, yet detailed, representation. Because accuracy and number of errors reflect differential psychological meanings, we assessed both in this study.

3.1.1. Analysis of the step-by-step question test performance

A two-way mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the measures of the step-by-step question to determine whether the groups performed differently on the tests after reading the diagram and the article. Participant group was the between-subjects variable (arrow, non-arrow), and tests was the within-subjects variable (first test, second test). Means and standard deviations of percentage correct on the step-by-step tests are shown in Table 1.

On the accuracy of total steps, there were main effects of participant group, $F(1, 38) = 11.43, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.23$, and test, $F(1, 38) = 124.02, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.77$. The interaction between participant group and tests was also significant, $F(1, 38) = 14.34, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.27$. Simple effects tests showed that the accuracy of those in the arrow group were significantly greater than those in the non-arrow group on the first test, $F(1, 38) = 34.83, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.48$. There was no between-groups difference in accuracy on the second test, $p > 0.10$; both groups were more accurate on the second test than on the first test, $F(1, 19) = 60.68, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.76$; $F(1, 19) = 71.61, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.79$.

Next, because the diagram depicted the inlet- and outlet processes, we divided total steps (20 steps) into outlet process steps (10 steps) and inlet process steps (10 steps) to examine individual accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3, for the outlet process accuracy, there were main effects of participant group, $F(1, 38) = 4.60, p < 0.05, \eta^2 = 0.11$, and tests, $F(1, 38) = 87.33, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.70$, but there was no interaction between participant group and tests, $p > 0.10$; that is, those in the arrow group had a higher outlet process accuracy than those in the non-arrow group. Participants’ accuracy on the second test was higher than on the first test. As for the inlet process accuracy, there were main effects of participant group, $F(1, 38) = 11.23, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.23$, and tests, $F(1, 38) = 31.58, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.45$. The interaction between participant group and tests was also significant, $F(1, 38) = 20.38, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.35$. Simple effects tests showed that those in the arrow group had significantly higher inlet process accuracy on the first test than those in the non-arrow group, $F(1, 38) = 24.54, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.39$. There was no between-groups difference in inlet process accuracy on the second test, $p > 0.10$. Those in the arrow group had a similar level of inlet process accuracy on the first and second tests, $p > 0.10$, but those in the non-arrow group had a significantly higher inlet process accuracy on the second test than on the first test, $F(1, 19) = 28.24, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.60$.

With regard to the number of errors made by participants on the step-by-step test, the main effects of participant group and tests had marginal statistical significance, $F(1, 38) = 2.88, p = 0.098, \eta^2 = 0.07$; $F(1, 38) = 3.76, p = 0.060, \eta^2 = 0.09$. There was no interaction between participant group and tests, $p > 0.10$.

3.1.2. Analysis of the troubleshooting test performance

On the measures of the troubleshooting test, t-tests were carried out on the mean scores of correct and incorrect answers to the four troubleshooting questions. The means and standard deviations of correct and error scores on the troubleshooting test are shown in Table 2. Those in the arrow group reported more correct answers than those in the non-arrow group, $t(38) = 2.25, p = 0.03, \bar{d} = 0.71$. There was no between-groups difference in the number of errors,
3.1.3. Analysis of the important components test performance

Table 2

Means and standard deviations of correct and error scores on troubleshooting and important components test for the two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arrow group</th>
<th>Non-arrow group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Troubleshooting test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of correct answer</td>
<td>1.68* 0.67</td>
<td>1.40 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of error answer</td>
<td>0.45 0.39</td>
<td>0.59 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Important components test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of correct answer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet process</td>
<td>2.85 0.37</td>
<td>2.70 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet process</td>
<td>2.75 0.55</td>
<td>2.55 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.60 0.82</td>
<td>5.25 1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of error answer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet process</td>
<td>0.25 0.55</td>
<td>0.25 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet process</td>
<td>0.25 0.55</td>
<td>0.45 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.50 0.95</td>
<td>0.70 1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates bold numbers significant difference at $p < 0.05$.

$p > 0.10$.

3.1.3. Analysis of the important components test performance

On measures of the important components test, t-tests were carried out on the scores of correct and incorrect answers. The means and standard deviations of correct and error scores on the important components tests are shown in Table 2. There were no significant differences between the two groups in the number of correct or incorrect response to inlet or outlet process questions, $p > 0.10$.

3.2. Eye movement analysis

The participants’ eye movements on the diagram (the reading stage 1) and the illustrated text (the reading stage 2) are reported below.

3.2.1. Analysis of the diagrams viewing pattern

Participants’ eye movements analyzed on the diagrams are reported roughly rather than in detail, because a more detailed analysis is reported by our previous research (Jian et al., 2014). The flushing cistern diagram depicted the outlet- and inlet system, so we divided it into two interest areas for analyzing. The results found that the arrow group had significantly longer first-pass fixation time than the non-arrow group for both the outlet-system diagram, $t(38) = 2.68$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.85$ and the inlet-system diagram, $t(38) = 2.35$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.75$. However, the non-arrow group made more saccades between the two diagrams than did the arrow group, $t(38) = −2.08$, $p < 0.05$, $d = −0.66$. The groups did not differ significantly in total reading time, proportion of fixation duration on the diagram, second-pass fixation time, or mean saccade length for either process diagram, $p > 0.10$.

As for the reading pathway of both groups (has been reported in Jian et al., 2014), there were some interesting findings. We found the arrow group tended to locate their fixations on the components with numbered arrows and then either followed the sequential numbers or fixated back to the previous components after first leaving the target area. After the first scan, the arrow group tended to locate their fixations on the components spatially nearby the previous target components (or their connected components). As for the non-arrow group, they did not look back and forth between specific areas as frequently as did the arrow group; however, they appeared to compare the differing status of the diagrams to infer the possible processes at the late processing stage.

3.2.2. Analysis of the illustrated text processing

We divided the article into four levels of “analysis units” ranging from a global view to a local view. Thus, the first level took the whole article as an analysis unit. The second level involved dividing the article into the text and diagram, forming two analysis units. The third level divided the diagram part of the article into an outlet process diagram and an inlet process diagram. Finally, the fourth level involved dividing the text part of the article into seven sentences as analysis units. Means and standard deviations on eye-tracking measures for both groups were showed in Table 3.

3.2.2.1. Analysis of the whole article reading time. With regard to the first level of analyzing the whole article reading time as shown in the upper section of Table 3, although those in the arrow group tended to spend less reading time over 50 s in reading the whole article than those in the non-arrow group, this difference was not statistically significant, $p > 0.10$.

3.2.2.2. Analysis of the text and diagram reading time individually. With regard to the second level of the analysis of the text and diagram reading time individually shown in the middle section of Table 3, we found no between-groups differences were observed on the three indicators of total reading time, the proportion of fixation duration on the text or diagram, and the number of saccades between text to diagram or diagram to text, $p > 0.10$. However, a similar tendency was observed for both groups while reading the text part of the article as with the whole article; those in the arrow group spent less reading time of more than 29 s on the text part than those in the non-arrow group. In addition, learners in both groups had a higher proportion of fixation durations on the text (arrow group: $M = 0.75$, $SD = 0.10$; non-arrow group: $M = 0.75$, $SD = 0.12$) than on the diagram (arrow group: $M = 0.25$, $SD = 0.10$; non-arrow group: $M = 0.25$, $SD = 0.13$). This ratio was similar to that reported by Johnson and Mayer (2012) who used an illustrated
text about a car brakes as a reading material.

If the number arrows on the diagram promoted kinematic information processing for learners, then the arrow group should construct a kinematic representation of the workings of a flushing cistern to some extent and show a lack of reliance on the kinematic information provided in the text. If so, it was reasonable to assume that those in the arrow group spent less reading time on the whole article or on the text part of the article than those in the non-arrow group. So, why did the difference between the two groups only appear in the text part of the article than those in the non-arrow group?

### Analysis of the Inlet-process and Outlet-process Diagrams’ Reading Time

Our results of the reading time of the third level of the analysis of the inlet-process and outlet-process diagrams are shown in the bottom section of Table 3. It showed that those in the arrow group spent significantly less total reading time than those in the non-arrow group on the inlet process diagram, since the total reading time of participants in the arrow group, $t(38) = -2.68, p < 0.05, d = -0.85$, but not on the outlet process diagram, $p > 0.10$. The total number of times that participants referred to the diagram could be further divided into text-to-diagram and diagram-to-diagram saccades. Those in the arrow group had significantly less text-to-diagram saccades than those in the non-arrow group, although on the inlet process diagram, $t(38) = -2.12, p < 0.05, d = -0.70$, but not on the outlet process diagram, $p > 0.10$. Those in the arrow group had significantly less diagram-to-diagram saccades than those in the non-arrow group, not only from the outlet process diagram to the inlet process diagram, $t(38) = -3.06, p < 0.01, d = -0.97$, but also from the inlet process diagram to the outlet process diagram, $t(38) = -3.18, p < 0.01, d = -1.00$.

### 3.2.2.4. Analysis of reading time of the sentences in the text

Finally, the fourth level of analysis of the reading time of sentences in the text are shown in the bottom section of Table 3. We examined the text reading time sentence-by-sentence for the seven total sentences including outlet process sentences (combined sentences 2 to 4) and inlet process sentences (combined sentences 5 to 7). The means and standard deviations for the reading sentences reading time are shown in Table 3. Those in the arrow group spent significantly less total reading time on sentence 7 than those in the non-arrow group, $t(38) = -2.09, p < 0.05, d = -0.66$, but not on any of the other sentences, $p > 0.10$. In addition, those in the arrow group spent less time than those in the non-arrow group on only the inlet process sentences, although the effect was only marginally significant, $t(38) = -1.96, p = 0.058, d = -0.62$. No between-groups difference was observed on time spent on the outlet process sentences, $p > 0.10$.

## 4. Discussion and Conclusion

This study designed a two-stage reading procedure to investigate the function of diagram with numbered arrows and illustrated text in conveying kinematic information about how a mechanical system works.

### 4.1. Readers are capable of decoding kinematic information to some extent while reading diagrams with numbered arrows

As predicted by Hypothesis 1a, our results confirmed that adult readers in this study were capable of decoding kinematics representation to some extent while reading diagrams with numbered arrows. It was evidenced by that the arrow group had higher accuracy and lower number of errors than the non-arrow group on the first step-by-step test. This finding is consistent with previous research arguing that arrows on diagrams can convey dynamic information while arrows were displayed on static diagram rather than on dynamic animation (Heiser & Tversky, 2006; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007; Mayer & Gallini, 1990). Because accuracy and number of errors reflect different psychological meanings, we report both in our study. On the step-by-step test in our study, we found some participants wrote fewer steps to describe how the flushing cistern worked (the reading material content), but their answers were all correct; in contrast, some participants wrote many steps, but many of them were wrong. Thus, although two participants may have the same accuracy score on the test, the mental representations they constructed after reading the diagrams may be different. For example, if one participant wrote 10 correct steps and another wrote 20 steps but half of them were wrong, both would have had 50% accuracy. The former participant would have constructed a correct, but rough, mental representation of how the machine works, while the latter would have constructed a wrong, but detailed representation.
Consistent with Hypothesis 1b, the eye-movement data showed that the reading path of arrow group was to follow the steps and directions of the numbered arrows to comprehend how the flushing cistern works, and those in the non-arrow group compared the different statuses of the diagrams to identify the possible operational steps of the system. When the learning outcome and eye movement data were taken together, we concluded that using numbered arrows is an effective way of constructing a kinematic representation. More details were reported in our previous research (Jian et al., 2014).

4.2. Text description adds some difficult kinematic representation which readers constructed

As we predicted in Hypothesis 2a, both groups made some revisions to their previous answers on the step-by-step test after reading the illustrated text, the improvement of outlet-process steps was more apparent. This study added a new contribution to reading research concerning kinematic representations of a mechanical system (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Hegarty et al., 2003; Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007; Mayer & Gallini, 1990); that is, we found that the degree to which a diagram conveyed mechanical kinematic information varied according to the difficulty of the concept being conveyed. The main finding was that the text had the capacity to describe a difficult system concept when conveyed in a series of steps that the diagram could not. Even though the diagrams had lots of information, including numbers, arrows, and labels that identified them as different processes, the learners still could not construct a sound kinematic representation of the outlet process; their accuracy was only 21%. However, when words of the illustrated text were presented, this accuracy increased to 51%. This significant improvement on the outlet process step test indicates that the text has the capacity to convey kinematic information that the diagram does not.

What cognitive process led to the significant improvement of constructing the outlet process steps? Consistent with Hypothesis 2d, the arrow group spent a large proportion of time on the information relevant to outlet process rather than to inlet process. They spent a lot of time reading the outlet process diagram and text, and referred to the outlet process diagram from the text more frequently than they referred to the inlet process. Apparently, the learners relied on textual information to make up their lack of prior knowledge of siphoning (Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978; Schnitz & Bannert, 2003); they allocated a considerable amount of effort to reading the text, and especially focused on the sentences describing how siphoning generates outlet processing to help complete their partial kinematic representation of the outlet process constructed from reading the previous diagrams. In addition, those in the arrow group tended to spend less reading time on the inlet process sentences than those in the non-arrow group, but there was no difference between the groups on the amount of reading time spent on the outlet process sentences. In addition, on many indicators of eye movement, those in the arrow group almost allocated significantly fewer cognitive resources on the inlet process diagram of the illustrated text than those of the non-arrow group. However, both groups allocated a considerable amount of cognitive resources to the processing of the outlet process diagram. The findings summarized above suggest text conveys information about the outlet process that is not offered by the diagram.

4.3. Kinematic information via diagrams with numbered arrows is independent of that via text on some areas

At first, we had no presumptions regarding whether kinematic information provided in the form of diagrams with numbered arrows was independent of that conveyed by text descriptions. However, from the results of our investigation, we were able to conclude that comprehension of some kinematic information communicated via diagrams with numbered arrows could not be completed with the addition of text descriptions. To elaborate, we observed several significant differences in eye-movement patterns between the two groups of participants as they were reading the illustrated text. Moreover, there were significant differences between the two groups on several tests after reading it. If textual information completely made up the discrepant kinematic representation that the two groups had constructed while reading the diagrams in the previous reading stage, then both groups ought to perform equally well on the step-by-step test or the troubleshooting test after reading the illustrated text. However, although the arrow group outperformed the non-arrow group on the troubleshooting test, there was no difference between the groups on the step-by-step test. Many reading research studies utilized these two types of retention and transfer tests to measure the degree of reading comprehension (Johnson & Mayer, 2012; Mason et al., 2013; Mayer & Gallini, 1990), and the manipulation effect was not always significant or was insignificant altogether on the two type of tests (Johnson & Mayer, 2012). Why were there different test results? One possible explanation was that learners tend to replicate the text content that they read in the illustrated text, and then output them in the same order when revising their answers to the step-by-step test; therefore, this test would have measured the degree of retention of the text content rather than comprehension. This phenomenon has been reported in previous published studies and was termed “parrot recall” to mean that the learners reported information in the same way it was provided (Kriz & Hegarty, 2007).

In contrast, solving the troubleshooting test required a good kinematic mental model constructed by integrating the information from the diagram and text. Constructing the kinematic mental model by reading was an indirect-access process, unlike recall. In this study, the arrow group had deeper comprehension of how the system works after completing the illustrated text, and they were capable of applying a causal understanding of the flushing cistern to new problem-solving conditions. The finding mentioned above suggests that a well-designed diagram with numbered arrows indeed has the capacity to provide good quality information to help learners under the textual information. The learners may read the sentences relevant to specific steps, refer to the numbers on the diagrams, connect the same information conveyed by two representations conjointly, and, in the end, integrate them into a sound kinematic mental model (Mayer, 2005; Schnitz & Bannert, 2003). This process can also be explained by dual coding theory (Paivio, 1990): namely, kinematic information represented in both verbal and pictorial forms helps learners create a coherent mental model that benefits learning outcomes. The fact that the findings were in accord with the previous empirical reading research supports this dual encoding interpretation (Jian & Wu, 2012; Mayer, 2005).

4.4. Research contribution and educational implications

In sum, the present study not only provided new research contribution on text and diagram reading, but also has important educational implications. In terms of the research contribution, this study revealed the function of diagrams with numbered arrows and illustrated text in conveying kinematic information on how a mechanical system works. We demonstrated that adult readers are not only attracted by numbered arrows on diagrams at a perceptual level, but also are capable of, to some extent, decoding kinematic information on the cognitive level, while reading diagrams with numbered arrows. We also found that, in some areas, the kinematic
information presented via diagrams with numbered arrows, is independent of that presented via text. Readers can construct simple kinematic representations from reading diagrams with numbered arrows, but more complicated kinematic representations need text information for the same.

In addition, this study combined eye-tracking technology and reading tests to investigate not only the learning outcomes of reading comprehension, but also the cognitive processes that readers use to read the scientific illustrated text. Using eye-tracking technology to investigate the reading issue utilized a new perspective that examined whether the two groups might experience different cognitive processes with different reading units (i.e., the whole article, text part, diagram part, or sentences). We found that both groups did not significantly differ on eye-movement indicators that analyzed the reading of the whole article, text-part, outlet-process sentences, or inlet-process sentences. Uniquely, the two groups performed differently on diagram reading, with the most apparent differences existing while viewing the inlet-process diagram. From the eye-movement data, we also found that readers made fewer saccades when referring to the inlet diagram over the outlet diagram. This indicated that the readers paid more visual attention and expelled more cognitive resources to process the information of difficult concepts. These sophisticated reading processes had a unique effect on eye-movement data that cannot be obtained from reading tests. Further, this study provided many eye-movement indicators to examine the cognitive processes involved in viewing diagrams and illustrated text that convey kinematic information. It extended the findings of two studies conducted by Hegarty and her colleagues (Hegarty et al., 2003; Kriz & Hegarty, 2007), which also used the same flushing system topic as reading material. However, Hegarty et al. (2003) only used comprehension tests to evaluate the learning outcomes of viewing the flushing system diagrams or animation, and Kriz and Hegarty (2007) only analyzed one eye-movement as an indicator of the percentage of total number of eye movement samples.

This study also had several educational implications. First, it revealed that good design diagrams benefit readers’ learning of kinematic knowledge. It is therefore recommended that designers of science textbooks and scientific publications should provide numbered arrows on the diagrams that convey kinematic knowledge, especially when the readers are expected to actively infer the movements of the system components one-by-one and comprehend the casual relations of events, as well as understand the configuration and predict how the system works. Second, we revealed that complicated kinematic principles are not easy for readers to learn only by viewing diagrams. Therefore, readers should be instructed or encouraged to read detailed text information, and combine it with diagram information to construct a coherent mental representation of a mechanical kinematic representation.

4.5. Conclusions and limitations

Theoretically, while reading static diagrams and illustrated text, mature and effective readers will construct a coherent and meaningful representation for themselves, regardless of whether the representation is correct. In the arrow group, participants followed the clues of sequential numbers along pointed arrows to construct a mental representation of the diagram. This allowed them to construct a correct mental representation, even if it was rough. That is, the information enabled participants to connect relevant components of the flushing cistern and reject those that were irrelevant. Conversely, the non-arrow group members did not see the numbered arrows on the diagrams, but instead needed to create a reasonable interpretation. The limited information required them to experience trial-and-error processes and, thus, increased the likelihood of producing an incorrect representation. After reading the illustrated text at the second stage, even though both groups received the same text information, the arrow group only needed to complement the information acquired from the first stage, while the non-arrow group needed to not only complement the information acquired, but also revise the mistakes that were constructed in the previous stage. Thus, the non-arrow group engaged in a laborious cognitive process.

The results of this study confirmed our postulation. For the step-by-step test (see Hypotheses 1a and 2a), we found the arrow group had higher accuracy and fewer errors than the non-arrow group on the first test, and the discrepancies reduced after the illustrated text was introduced. We expected the step-by-step task would be easy for participants on the revised test because it assessed basic operation steps, and the information that participants used to construct mental representations was consistent with the task request to write down each step of the machine operation. Although scores on the revised step-by-step test were not very high, a mean of 58% and 51% for the arrow group and non-arrow group, respectively, the essay-style question may explain this. The participants were instructed to write down each step as detailed as possible; however, the standard of reporting was extremely variable between participants and may have contributed to the discrepancies in assessment. Thus, if we used multiple-choice questions, the accuracy scores may have increased. This could be explored and confirmed in future research.

However, the troubleshooting test (see Hypothesis 2b) and the important components questions (see Hypothesis 2c), revealed different findings. The more difficult troubleshooting test, which measured problem solving, revealed that the arrow group outperformed the non-arrow group after illustrated text reading. This implies that the word information helped the arrow group add new information to their original mental representations in order to fill knowledge gaps from the first reading stage. Therefore, the illustrated text reading benefited the arrow group readers’ performance on the problem-solving test by increasing their knowledge. However, the word information did not appear to significantly help the non-arrow group revise their original, incorrect representations. Thus, the effect of the numbered-arrows diagram remained. In terms of the important components questions, the participants needed to recognize which components were important on the inlet-process and outlet-process system. This task required participants to rely on the mental models they constructed. Findings showed that the groups did not significantly differ on these questions. Because adding word information to the original diagrams allowed readers to recall factual knowledge from the text information and recognize which components were important, the discrepancy between groups reduced. Finally, although the number of errors on the troubleshooting test and important components questions did not significantly differ between the two groups, the arrow group tended to demonstrate fewer on each assessment.

One limitation of this study is the reading patterns of the illustrated text could not be generalized to the cognitive processes of people reading articles with diagrams in a real world setting. This is because the illustrated text was read in the second stage, and the diagram reading in the first stage may have influenced how they read the text. The reason of designing the two-stage reading procedure was experimental consideration for answering the questions of this study.

Future research building on this study is recommended. The present study found that the complicated kinematic principles (e.g., outlet-process system involved siphon principle) are not easy for readers to learn by only viewing diagrams. However, we did not manipulate complexity of experimental materials as a variable in
this study. Thus, future research could first analyze the type of kinematic representation in educational textbooks or manuals and, subsequently, examine the effect of differential complexity.
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Appendix. English version of text section of the illustrated text in this study.

There are two systems, water outlet and water inlet systems, in the toilet’s water storage tank. The outlet system flushes the water from the storage tank to the toilet; the inlet system injects water into the storage tank. When pressing the handle, the connecting rod pulls up the lower disk, and the lower disk drives up the upper disk, so it leads water to the top of the siphon pipe, and then water rushes into the toilet. Because there are holes in the lower disk, the water in the storage tank can pass through the lower disk to the position around the upper disk, and at this time, the upper and lower disks are separated, allowing water to continue to flow into the siphon pipe. When water continues flushing into the toilet, the water level in the storage tank will drop. When the water level is below the siphon bell, air will enter the siphon bell, and because air is lighter than water, it enters the siphon pipe, the siphon suction is undermined, and then the water outlet function will stop. The float will gradually move down to the bottom of the storage tank when the water level in the storage tank gradually becomes lower, and the float arm will also fall until it pulls out the inlet valve. When the inlet valve is pulled out, it can no longer stop the water from the water inlet pipe, and the water will inject into the storage tank. With the water level rising inside the storage tank, the float and float arms raise. The inlet valve will be pushed back to its original position when the water level reaches a certain level, and then the water inlet function will stop.
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